
 
 

 
 
 Current Students. 

Introduction: 

● Could you please introduce yourself with your name, pronouns, and class year? 

My name is Caitlyn Stachura, ‘23. I use they/them pronouns.  

● Could you tell me about the first home that you grew up in? 

I grew up in a suburb of Annapolis, Maryland. I lived there with both of my parents until I 

was 3, and remained living there—and living between a few houses on my dad’s end—until 

age 11. Most of my formative memories took place at my mom’s house where she currently 

lives and where I stayed from age 11 onwards. That’s the place where I feel like I really grew 

up. My room there was, if anything, a bit too reflective of my personality. I think the decor 

on my walls could’ve outed me before I even knew I was queer. 

● Could you tell me about your parents or the family that you grew up with? My family story 

is a bit extensive. My parents divorced when I was 3 (hence my initial comment) and, 

honestly, are genuinely amicable to this day. My mom, Ruth Stachura, shortly after the 

divorce met my now-stepdad Edward Bessman at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore where the 

two of them worked, and started dating then. They didn’t get married until 2012 when I was 

11 or so, but I grew up around 4 (step-)siblings, my stepdad’s kids, Nick, Rachel, Sara, and 

Peter who all range from 12-20 years older than me. I’ve remained close to only Nick and 

Rachel, the two youngest of my stepsiblings, but I really do have really touching memories 

of growing up with all four of them. I was definitely spoiled by their affection. As I grew up, 

Nick started taking me to my first concerts when I was around 11 or 12—Florence + the 

Machine, The 1975, Foster the People—, and once I was seemingly ‘of age,’ Rachel taught me 

about harm reduction and how to party safely. Any semblance of coolness I have is 

indebted to her and Nick. My dad, Robert Stachura, on the other hand, dated a few 

girlfriends when I was younger and met my now-stepmom, Kerry Knight, in 2009. They got 

married in 2012, too. I’m technically the only child on either side of my step-/biological 

parents.  

● What do you remember about your elementary school experiences? 

I went to the same conservative K-8 Catholic school that was in the neighborhood for all of 

my elementary to middle school education. What stands out in my memory is how dark the 

school’s Church was. The interior was totally painted black with red stained glass flocking 

every wing of the building and the smell of incense was overwhelming. It makes me anxious 

to even think about it. Discipline and inducing shame were central to constructing a ‘good 

Catholic kid,’ and I was always the teacher’s pet, meaning I was a strict rule-follower and 

constantly on my best behavior. I never really thought that those experiences were that 

formative since I felt as if my family was more ‘accepting’—whatever that meant—but I think 



 
 

I took with me a profound sense of Catholic guilt that I’m still working to unravel and 

understand today.  

What do you remember about your experiences in high school? 

I thought high school would be a bit better for me because the school I was going to would 

be ‘less Catholic’ in comparison to my K-8 education, but it turned out to be as isolating as 

ever. I never had a queer friend group within my actual high school and I wasn’t really ever 

out to my teachers who I was close to, nor my social circles (with a few exceptions.) 

Photography was always a way for me to connect to new people, so I would spend my 

weekends in D.C. and Baltimore going to shows and taking portraits of my friends, but the 

drama was relentless. My older friends who had left Maryland and would come back for 

break or at least got out of Annapolis and moved to Baltimore were truly my respite. I never 

felt like I was too much for them, unlike my peers at school. Coming out as a lesbian before 

any questioning about my gender took place, though, was brutal.   

● What were you looking for in the colleges you were applying to? 

To that end, I just wanted to get the fuck out of Maryland! A few of my older friends went to 

school in New York and I started visiting them around 15-16. I think I got my first fake ID 

around 16, too, so the possibilities on those trips were endless. I went to my first Ladyfag 

party in Times Square at The Box my junior year of high school and after being on that 

dancefloor, it really clicked for me: I needed to be in New York because the kind of 

wholeness I experienced dancing with glamorous queers and being seen there was unlike 

anything else. My closest friend at the time was actually going to Barnard, and I really 

loved its liberal arts facet. Barnard, honestly, checked every box for me. It was my dream 

school for years.  

 

Time at Barnard: 

● What drew you to Barnard when applying to college? 

I wanted to be in the city surrounded by people who’d intellectually challenge me (and who 

were also queer, ideally). Again, Barnard felt like it was the only genuine fit for me with what 

I wanted from college.  

● What did you intend to study when you applied? 

I started thinking I’d study Political Science with a minor or double major in Middle Eastern 

Studies.  

○ Has your field of study changed since then? I now studying Women’s, Gender, and 

Sexuality Studies with a Religious Studies minor (and I’m done with all but one of my 

requirements, so it’s official!).  

● What stands out to you about your experience attending Barnard so far? 

It’s hard to really respond to this question without acknowledging the impact of COVID on 

my college experience at large and my personal life. 2020 was the most brutal year of my 



 
 

life for a lot of reasons and I pray it’ll never reach that point again, but I look back on the 

first semester of freshman year quite fondly in hindsight. That was when I was really going 

out to a degree I’m not sure my body could handle today, but the world seemed so full of 

possibility and I was meeting so many fantastic people throughout the nights I had. That 

aside, my politics have done a total 180° since coming here. My understanding of gender 

has utterly and wholly evolved. I doubt I would’ve had that kind of education elsewhere 

than in the WGSS department and through conversations with my peers.  

How do you feel about the college experience that Barnard has provided for trans 

students? I’m really just beginning to tap into the resources that Barnard provides for its 

genderqueer students—which, as a senior, I think speaks volumes about the lack of 

accessibility and prioritization on the college’s behalf that surrounds such resources in the 

first place. I think a lot of my experience with queer students, at large, has been predicated 

on a kind of social hierarchy where class and looks play an overwhelmingly large role in 

who is most visibly and legibly queer and/or trans. Acknowledging that this exists at 

Barnard and valuing friendships that prioritize mutual care over those that feel 

transactional has been the best way for me to make genuine connections with other trans 

students, but this is something that I feel has very little bearing on what Barnard has 

provides for us directly.  

● Tell me about some of the communities that you have been a part of during your time at 

Barnard. I first joined WBAR, Barnard’s independent radio station, during my first year here, 

and through it (even peripherally), I’ve met a lot of really incredible people. Nightlife is 

hugely important to me—one of the reasons being that those spaces are where I can 

explore my gender identity and be seen in an affirming way—, and I think that the common 

denominator of WBAR being live music has connected me to friends whose passions align 

with mine. I’ve taken a bit of hiatus from having my own show, but the friends I’ve made 

through it have persisted.  

● Do you feel a connection to the phrase “trans joy”? 

I do! To me, trans joy is the experience of being seen in the way I see myself rather than 

how the world might perceive me. It means redefining my personal understanding of 

desirability and discovering a sense of resonance within my body as it evolves. It means 

T4T love! Trans joy, too, is not just carving out a home within my body that’s always felt 

foreign to me; it’s far from an individual experience. It’s taking care of one another and 

finding wholeness through that.  

● Can you think of a time when you experienced trans joy during your time as an 

undergraduate? This experience does not have to be affiliated with Barnard. I went to my 

first real rave post-lockdown this February that was hosted by a queer techno collective 

called MERGE. Their mission statement revolves around cultivating a space for immersive 

reflection and queer community. I went with my partner and our two best friends and we 



 
 

danced and sweated and cried together on the dance floor. At points, being there felt 

meditative.  It was such a release for me at a time when my dysphoria and body 

dysmorphia were peaking. There were so many bodies in that space—different shapes and 

sizes—experiencing the same kind of release I was feeling without paying any mind to how 

they were being perceived in the way that I do when I get self-conscious.  

 

Policy at Barnard 

● How do you feel about Barnard’s policies regarding trans students? It’s always made me 

uncomfortable. I didn’t start really interrogating what gender meant to me until the 

summer before my sophomore year of undergrad, but I’ve never really fit into the strict, 

prescriptive gender categories that were implicitly assigned to me within the communities I 

grew up in. I remember checking the box on the Common Application that ensured I 

consistently identify as a woman and feeling a kind of anxiety I couldn’t really place, like, 

would I really be able to evolve in the way I needed to here?  

 

● How would you change Barnard’s policies regarding trans students? Scrap it entirely. Any 

kind of essentialist admissions policy is of service to no one. If we look at what it means to 

be a historically women’s college today, feminist pedagogy is what lies at the core. The 

illusion of ‘gender justice’ that applies only to institutions catered to cisgender 

womanhood, in fact, doesn’t challenge power in the manner Barnard thinks it does.  

 

● What work needs to be done to make Barnard a safe space for students to explore their 

gender? I would be thrilled to see a widespread acknowledgment from the administration 

that trans students attend Barnard in the first place. It feels like we’re an afterthought or 

only useful when we’re available to be tokenized, a group that should be kept on the down-

low so we don’t piss off trustees or donors who latch on the ‘women’s college’ identification. 

The efforts around trans campus organizing are entirely, if not mostly, student-led, from 

the community closet organized by Barnard Mutual Aid and the subsequent binder drive 

to renaming the Wellness Spot and providing trans-affirming education and care. I don’t 

think it makes sense to reinvent the wheel and have Barnard administration necessarily 

take over (and therefore take credit) for these initiatives, but I do think that Barnard should 

be providing additional financial support so that they can exist for future classes and 

attend directly to trans students’ needs. Hire more trans professors—especially trans 

people of color—and integrate trans theory into more of our theory classes’ syllabi, too.  

Final: 

● What does being trans mean to you? Being trans, to me, means finding solace and beauty 

and joy within the in-betweens. My transness and the rituals embedded within it have 



 
 

opened a lot of doors for me to just be in my body despite not having myself figured out, 

whatever that means.  


